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Winning in China will be
less about communication
and more about marketing



Aileen Gu for Red Bull  





There are more and more influencers

Source: iimedia.cn



But less people to listen to them

Lifestyle home diffuser Tmall/Taobao traffic
2022 v 2021

2022 UVs
2021 UVs

Source: Tmall internal data



Big streamers have plateaued

Source: Kungfu Data



And brand-owner streaming…



How will marketing in China 
become more about 

marketing?



User journeys are back



Douyin CPC based video ad with 
link directly to brand Tmall pages

WeChat moments ad with link 
directly to brand Tmall pages



oAIPL

Awareness, Interests, Purchase and Loyalty is the funnel used inside Alimama algorithm to target and convert audience. 
This model is also enlarged to cover traffic from Tmall external.

Consumers with no
knowledge of the brand

First purchase turns to repeated 
loyal consumers

Consumers shows awareness
through brand promotions

Consumers are interested in the 
products and go to the store

Consumers purchase for the first 
time after visiting the store
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The old funnel is back to stay



Data is key



Data shows us our real consumers
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2M+ consumer profile pool for targeting



Use brand’s existing ECOMMERCE
consumers data to validate their social 
interests and behavior.

Making traffic sustainable

VALIDATION PROFILE 
EXPANSION

Run algorithm on Alimama and social 
ecosystem to expand the fitted consumer 
profile based on Validation step.

RETARGET
PLACEMENT

INTEGRATION

Use the new user pool as the target for 
placements in all Alimama & 
social platforms for both awareness and 
eCom conversion.

Place ads targeting the expanded social 
media user pool.



IT will sit back in the room
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